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I chose a science teacher because they make things explode and I like that. The career is where you can make things explode and plus they teach students how to “make a difference in the world”. I would kind of see becoming a science teacher because it is pretty cool.
What does a science teacher do? “It is quite simple really”.

● They do experiments and labs, teach science, use the scientific method
● They also differentiate lessons
● And have kids do presentations.
Salary and education for science teacher

- Must have bachelor’s degree.
- Some states include a master’s degree.
- Teacher certification required.

- science teacher:

  The average salary for a science teacher in California is $63,349.
What I learned

*what you have learned by researching the career?

I have learned that teachers teach kids, as well as make explosions happen.

They also have to have to have a bachelor's degree and up until this point i’d heard about it. But i didn’t really know what it was until now.
Resources


Here are my websites for my resources.
Thank you for listening.